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About This Game

Play as an artist looking at a painted world. You're able to create new items in this world by simply drawing them. Use your own
imagination to lead a stickman character through a variety of puzzles by drawing things he can use. There’s always a few ways to

solve each puzzle.

Drawn Story is a puzzle/adventure video game about a world painted on a sheet of paper. You control a stickman character
living inside this world and an artist with a pencil in hand looking at the paper from above. As a stickman, you can walk, climb,

jump and use different items. As an artist, you are able to create new items in this painted world by drawing them.

Your stickman is always in need for some handy items to have his problems solved. Draw a saw and the character would go cut
some wood. Or draw him a whole boat so he would not have to use the saw. Draw an oar and he would get a boat moving. Draw

a key to open a locked door. Or draw an axe to crush through this door. There’s always a few ways to deal with an issue.

In Drawn Story you need to lead the stickman through a variety of puzzles: board ships, make your way past guards, explore
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castles, save princesses, escape giant eagle nests and so on. Your common sense and imagination will be your best buddies. Little
drawing skills are required to create new items. After all, you’re just playing an artist and you don’t have to be a real one. But no

one stops you from enjoying your drawing either.
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pro\u010d mne to nejde
. poppo a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. 0/10. This game will never be complete, and any money spent will go to a
dishonest developer. DO NOT BUY AT ANY PRICE!. 1 hour game
Interesting for some time, but later it's becomes boring
None of levels was harder than 2-3 minutes.

It has 60 levels (about 10 of them just shows new mechanics so no puzzle in them).
All achiavments obtainable via usual play.

Game is cheap, but it wasn't chalenging. If you think it will be for you maybe it's worth a shot, but I expected more.. Cute little
game with nice graphics and a unique world, but it feels unfinished due to lackluster story and characters (and bugs).

For what you pay, the time you can play it without getting bored is definitely insufficient, also in my short playtime I
encountered a few really annoying bugs – one of which leaves me unable to finish an achievement.

Can’t recommend unless it gets more story and less bugs (or a cheaper price).. HUH HUH HUH HUH HUH HUH HUH QUAD
DAMAGE!. Would be worth the money if it worked. It doesn't though, I've tried it on three computers now and on each one
there was some bug that made it worthless.. Short game with an idea.
For me, this game has to work on these things:
-hero with a sounds (like breathing,groaning);
-extended tutorial to test more our possibilities;
-pleasing to use menu\/bow;

Nonetheless,it's worth giving a shot. On design level the game is very inspiring, definitely I'm going to do a fanart of this.. I'm
only recommending this game if you're an early access junkie and aren't too concerned with a few bugs and glitches (although
supposed to be fully released).

This game is a wonderful blend of Minecraft, Stardew Valley, and another early access game I adore, Stonehearth (square
headed foxes, yaaay). I might be a bit bias as I tend to gravitate towards open world, crafting, farming type of games, but I
believe this game does most of the core concepts very well. The daily "quests" so to speak can be done or completely forgotten
and so far it doesn't seem to be a big impairment on anything, other than missing out on some rewards. The crafting aspect I feel
could be a bit smoother, but, I do enjoy the creative aspect of having different tools\/tables to design things - because that's quite
realistic. The farming is quite simple and without any stamina loss, you can create, water, and expand to your heart's desire.

I do feel like the days are a bit short, but ultimately they are not a big deal unless they're specific event days.

On the cons. One of my BIGGEST peeves with this game is the inventory system and when you are given a quest item, if you're
full, it literally just drops on the ground. Unless I missed the notification, I never saw the "inventory full" pop up... this has
resulted in me backtracking for a few days just to find silly daily quests like letters, which I ultimately stopped prioritizing.

The game is still a bit laggy for me. I can run Skryim, Fallout 4, but this game cannot load in the world at times and has crashed.
Anytime it's reloaded, I'm exactly where I was, so no loss, but very inconvenient. It has come a very long way in comparison to
first released - I could not even play it, so they have made strides in improvement. That being said, it appears they are making
continual updates, such as the one not even a week ago, so hopefully they move in that direction and continue.

All in all, I think this is a great little time waster game, especially if you enjoy the genres. It would definitely be more fun in a
group or with friends, alas I have no one who would enjoy this.
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The first in the Lost Lands games, this starts with your son being sucked into a tree portal and you trying to rescue him. It
appears a creature of darkness has been awakened in the Lost Lands, and you will need to defeat it to rescue him.

HO scenes interesting, plot engaging, and minigames fun. Recommend getting in the bundle.. My video review:
https://youtu.be/Fg1_qXID-8E. This is a absolutely fun and smart side scrolling shooter. The graphics are fluid and colorful and
the screen can get pretty loaded with bullets and enemies at times without the slightest hint of slowdown or stuttering.

What shines the most about this game is the ability to equip your ship with different weapons. You can position weapons
anywhere on your ship and even change the direction of fire. There are a lot of weapons and I've unlocked seven so far. But it
doesn't end there. You can modify weapons so that they behave differently. That blaster that you added to support your stock
weapon? you can modify it so that bullets home into enemies or spread the shots. Add a few of those blasters to your ship and
you have a fearsome killing machine.

You pick up the weapons and modifiers as you fight through each level. It seems the loot is randomised and some of the
weapons can be different from their stock varient. I picked up a bunch of lazer weapons only to come across the "Zapper"
which is the lazer weapon modified to home into enemies. Awesome!

I'm really digging this game and I can say it's one of the better shooters on Steam.

Highly recommended!. good planes. Very fun skill-based platformer. Simple but flexible mechanic applied in all sorts of ways.
There are sort of branching paths which depends on what door you exit through in a level. It's an interesting incentive to really
test your skills with the fishing line, since taking the easiest route will lead to the end of the game fairly quickly.. For a game
which claims to be powered by my imagination, it is too much railroaded. Straight to the point of almost nonexistant
replayability.. The game has potential, but it currently lacks replayability. The art style reminded me of job simulator and from
the trailer, the concenpt was interesting. Unfortunately this is something you play once and probably won't come back to. The
platform your on moves up automatically and way too fast to be able to clean both left and right windows while dipping your
spongue in the soap bucket and taking care of hitting birds. I wasn't able to admire the height because you go up so quick and
your just too busy cleaning windows. You should be able to control the speed of how fast you go up.
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